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A word from Seoul Tourism Organization!
All of the night sceneries from Seoul’s Hangang parks are special in their own way, but Banpo 
Hangang Park is a place out of this world thanks to a variety of activities along with the amazing 
night scene. We recommend the yacht tour in particular. If you board around 7 PM, you can 
enjoy the beautiful sunset along with the night view, and you can also get a close-up view of 
Rainbow Fountain at Banpo Bridge. Experience the romance of Seoul to your heart’s content!

Nighttime Course

#Nighttime at Banpo Hangang: Romantic Sceneries Under the Moonlight

A word from Seoul Tourism Organization!

You can easily rent a bicycle by using Seoul's bike-sharing mobile app, Ddareungi. Through the 
app, search for a rental rack near you and choose a bike to ride it. The rental fee is very affordable 
at just KRW 1,000 per hour, which is ample time to ride around to your heart’s content. The bike 
path at Banpo Hangang Park is particularly recommended for you must trip with Ddareungi!

Daytime Course

Day vs. Night at Banpo Hangang 
What’s your choice?

#Daytime at Banpo Hangang : Picnicking with the Canola Flowers

May is the perfect month to venture outdoors. With all social distancing social 
distancing regulations having been lifted as of April 18, it is now possible to enjoy 
picnics around Hangang Park without restrictions. In particular, the Banpo Hangang 
district is a popular location among Seoul residents for its vibrant canola flower 
fields that you would expect to see only on Jeju Island. When the sun sets and 
night falls, this area is known for taking a completely different form.
Banpo HanBanpo Hangang Park is a place where different attractions coexist by day and night!
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